
Agent: Kate Anderson (USA) 

Reach: 8 YOG Athletes 

Mission: Kate collaborated with an existing organization, 

Hope Sports, to bring eight YOG athletes to Mexico to 

help build a home for a family in need. She said:  “Thanks 

to the YA+ Gold Programme, more athletes than ever are able to experience the 

rewards that come from giving back to others and leading a purposeful life.” 

Agent: Lucie Tuzova (CZE) 

Reach: 250-350 local participants 

Mission: Lucie organised a public event with her NOC offer-

ing local youth the chance to try their hand at ice hockey, to 

meet players from the national team, to learn about the values 

of sport and to raise awareness about the YOG.  

Agent: Pedro Cavazzoni (BRA) 

Reach: 15 new female participants  

Mission: Pedro used the funding to support and develop an 

existing programme called Ski na Rua by introducing female 

participants to the project. The initiative uses the teaching of 

roller-ski to get underprivileged children off the streets, to 

provide them a purpose and to educate them on health and nutrition. He said: “The 

YA+ program is very important to me. It has provide me great tool to enhance my activities and deliver a 

much deeper change in Brazil and also in my life.” 

Agent: Valery de Falbaire (MRI) 

Reach: 64 local athletes + 14 volunteers 

Mission: Valery invited young athletes from the national federa-

tions to take part in an educational day based on the themes of 

the Learn & Share programme and featuring sessions on nutrition, 

respect and anti-doping.  

Agent: Josefina Salas (CHI) 

Reach: 80+ local youngsters so far 

Mission: Working with her fellow university students and 

leveraging the school’s facilities, Josefina has organized 

weekly sports classes for disadvantaged young people 

living in the surrounding areas. 



Agent: Dominik Sandler (AUT) 

Reach: N/A 

Mission: Dominik dreamt of bringing sport to refugee camps, however, at this stage, 

due to health and safety issues and complicated bureaucratic tape he has been una-

ble to realise his goal. He said: “This project has taught me so far, that you have to get 

up again and again if you are turned away and experience refusal and many “nos”.” 

Agent: Vera Perederii (UKR) 

Reach: 4,100 students so far 

Mission: Delivered in collaboration with the NOC, Vera has 

developed Olympic Lab, a series of practical school-based 

workshops comprised of five modules: mental training; eat 

smart; healthy living; Olympic chat and Olympic Movement 

history and involving Olympians past and present.  

Agent: Ana Maria Stratu (MDA) 

Reach: 32+ participants so far 

Mission: A karateka herself, Ana’s project aims to make the sport more 

accessible to woman and the visually impaired by creating clubs and 

hosting events. As part of her this initiative she successfully organized 

her country’s first ever woman’s karate festival.  

Agent: Edin Brankovic (BIH) 

Reach: 12 participants 

Mission: Edin, a short-track speed skater himself, brought 

together a small group of talented young students represent-

ing different ethnic groups to discover how sport can be used 

to develop leadership skills and build bridges in communi-

ties. The motto of the academy was “inspire, motivate, do”.  

Agent: Jeanette Small (TTO) 

Reach: 317 students  

Mission: Working with her NOC and regional educational departments, Jeanette 

is delivering school workshops using traditional games to teach students about 

health and nutrition. The programme will conclude with a sports day between the 

participating schools.  

Agent: Lode Goodsens (BEL) 

Reach: TBC 

Mission: As a swimming coach, Lode became aware that more and more of his stu-

dents were not very physically able out of the water. He decided to develop a train-

ing programme involving parents and volunteers to deliver multi-move classes in 

addition to swimming lessons to help improve the students’ athletic abilities. 


